
Deputation Submitted by Mr Southgate 

I live within a Few Hundred Metres of the Tournerbury Scheduled Monument. 

I am seeking rejection and request the support of HBC to protect and secure the 
Schedule Monument 1001945 Tournerbury Ring Fort and its Ancient Woodlands for 
all time. 

Havant has one the world’s rarest Scheduled Monument that has some of the 
nation’s rarest Ancient Woodland within its ramparts that has wildlife unique to this 
habitat. 

The Tournerbury Historic significance is I believe on a Parr with Stone Henge being 
possibly the last 2000 year old Celtic Salt water tidal Moated Fort.  

This fort built by Celtic Tribes & adapted by Romans and Normans before being 
abandoned. (Hants archaeological archives supports this claim.) 

Also Historic reference within historic documentation and books confirms that this 
Schedule Monument is possibly the only remaining tidal moated Celtic fort of its kind 
remaining in the world. 

Hampshire Archaeological evidence Suggests it was Constructed over 2000 years 
ago and proven by archaeological finds confirming it was used by the Romans in 
Circa AD 43 and by the Normans Post 1066 conquest. 

Havant has one the rarest of Scheduled Monument with some of the rarest green 
woodland assets in this country with wildlife unique to this habitat. 

The survival of Tournerbury Fort is only because of its remoteness and the fact that 
Hayling's lands remained in Royal ownership until the 19th century and because 
later owners still enhanced and kept Tournerbury for nature and wildlife and personal 
leisure until the current owner secured these lands. 

This unique set of historical circumstances presents a unique opportunity for HBC to 
protect this most precious Historic National Asset. 

Referring to the recently submitted objection submitted 14th June 2021 that 
considers and highlights traffic and safety and traffic volumes  and the potential 
impact of pedestrians safety within these traffic movements and shows clearly the 
Brick Workers Path access and its limitation in Photographic detail.  

These Photographic images of the Brick Makers path highlight this narrow 
unmetalled muddy track constructed for horse and carts that cuts into the fort and 
erodes its ramparts and highlights its many blind spots.  

The traffic report highlights that alongside the access path a danger to pedestrians 
and vehicles is ever present due to deep water ditches. 

I would suggest that the tidal deep water demonstrates that after 2000 years the tidal 
moat is still operational therefore I believe any suggestion of modification widening 
infilling of this 19th century path would damage the 2000 year old moat and be the 
equivalent of selling of Stone Henge Sarson's as garden ornaments. 



 

I therefore ask that an action is taken to allow HBC  to take a very close and 
meaningful revue beyond this planning application to enable Councillors to enhance 
their knowledge and awareness of the unique Historic and National treasure that is 
hidden within their Borough so that they can assist me in its protection for all time. 

Tournerbury Fort Ancient Woodland status should also be protected through 
rejection and by the removal of traffic, many trees in the woodland are older than the 
16th century requirement. 

Vehicles, widening modifying and destroying ancient woodlands  should be rejected, 
track widening would damage a 2000 year old structure that is a one of a kind 
historic and engineering marvel, such an approach would not be building back 
Greener. 

English outdoor summer weddings are not always in the sun this venue has no bad 
weather safety contingencies. 

Tournerbury Estate access is not via a highway and is possibly today is as unsafe 
and in as muddy a conditions as can be. Making the Brick Workers track dangerous 
we are facing downpour of rain upon downpour of rain as climate change bites 
deeper. 

Please consider rejection or at minimum ensure traffic and people removal form 
Tournerbury Woods and Fort. 

The attached image shows the outline detail of the fortification and the incredible 
complexity of its structure and the advanced Engineering that was used 2000 years 
ago to retain Sea water at High tide using sluice gates.  

Tournerbury Hill Fort location takes advantage of fresh water from the Cranbrook 
steam fed from the Southdown same as Homewell Spring Havant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


